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This is the tenth in a series of supplementary bibliographies to David M. Scholer's *Nag Hammadi Bibliography 1948-1969* (2747). This supplement contains items published in 1980, as well as earlier items which had not been previously included. It follows the general pattern and limits of the preceding ones which have appeared in *Novum Testamentum* beginning with volume 13 (1971) to date (except for volume 18 [1976]).

The enumeration of bibliographic entries continues that of the book and supplements, and thus this tenth supplement begins with 4716r. For new reviews of books previously listed the author, a brief title and the bibliography entry number of the book are given. Cross-references, abbreviations and organization of the material follow those used in the previous supplements.

In reference to Section IV (Coptic Gnostic Library) it should be noted that information on a particular tractate may be found under the “general” heading for a codex (and not otherwise cross-referenced) in those cases in which a single work covers an entire codex or a majority of the tractates within a codex. The table of contents remains the same as that given since supplement seven.

Certain problems of inclusion continue; see the introductions to the fourth and seventh supplements for details. In general, items are included only if they have been personally confirmed. This supplement is shorter than usual due to time lost in a professional move on my part. I continue to be appreciative of the help given to me by many. I encourage assistance in locating relevant material to be included in the next and future supplements.

I. GNOSTICISM: GENERAL

Books and Reviews

ALAND, B. Gnosis . . . [4418]


Le origini dello gnosticismo ... [9]


Selected Essays ... [4213]


FLOYD, W. E. G. Clement of Alexandria's Treatment of the Problem of Evil ... [2618]

See also 4725r.

GARCÍA BAZÁN, F. Gnosis ... [2624, 4424]


KOSCHORKE, K. Die Polemik der Gnostiker ... [4220]


LILLA, S. R. C. Clement of Alexandria ... [2634]

BARNES, R. Prudentia 6 (1974), 46-49. See also 2618.

MAGNE, J. Sacrifice et sacerdoce ... [4225]


ORBE, A. Cristología gnóstica ... [3512]


The Gnostic Gospels ... [4441]


GARTHWAITE, G. R. The History Book Club Review (February 1980), Circular D.